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Abstract
The uses of herbal products are not regulated in Nigeria and in many low-income countries and are freely available to everyone. The safety of these herbal medicines is poorly understood. Commonly used herbal remedies can interfere with reproductive health. This is a prospective study that investigated the possible effects of Nigerian herbal remedies on semen quality involving 218 patients who attended the fertility unit of Nnamdi Azikiwe University Teaching Hospital, Nnewi, Southeastern, Nigeria. Questionnaire was administered by an interviewer and a seminal fluid analysis with respect to motility, concentration, and volume were carried using WHO standard. The result showed that 83.97% of the patients with history of herbal intake had abnormal seminal fluid analysis while only 16.03% of subjects with no history of herbal intake had abnormal result. This gives a clue of the possibility of male infertility from Nigerian herbal remedies. The reproductive health damage from consumption of Nigerian herbal remedies should be identified with indepth risk assessment.

INTRODUCTION
The use of homeopathic and herbal medicines has increased in recent years. This has probably arisen as a result of a number of factors including disillusionment with conventional drugs, growing confidence in complementary medicine, and a belief that the products are safe, often on the grounds that ‘natural’ equates to safe [1-4]. A review of literature has shown a range of favourable and unfavourable effects for a range of natural substances [5]. Patients often turn to complementary medicines, including homeopathic and herbal remedies, for chronic and inflammatory conditions, and those refractory to the beneficial effects of conventional products [6-10]. In Nigeria socio-economic deprivation, poverty and ignorance have led to trust and reliance on traditional herbal preparations for health reasons. The use of herbal products are not regulated in Nigeria and in many low income countries and are freely available to everyone. Cases of organ (kidney, liver, heart, testis, etc) failure after prolonged intake of herbal preparations have been anecdotally reported in Nigeria and other African countries. An increasing number of cases remain undocumented due to poor record keeping in the developing world [11].

Nigeria has about twelve million infertile persons [12]. Although there is a general documented belief that the most common cause of infertility in Nigeria is infection [13], cases abound where infection have been treated without correction of infertility [12]. In Nigeria there are higher rates of irreversible oligospermia or azoospermia than most other causes of infertility and less resources for the management of infertility [14]. Of adult couples in African countries, it is estimated that 10–25% are subfertile and of these subfertile couples female factors account for about 55% and male factors for about 30–40% of causes, while 5–15% of causes are unexplained [15]. According to investigation on classification of infertility by Ikechebelu and coworkers based in Southeastern Nigeria, there is higher prevalence of male infertility in southeastern Nigeria. About 65.0% of them had primary infertility while 35% had secondary infertility [15].

In view of these alarming statistics, our laboratory set out to investigate if there is a relationship between the intake of Nigerian herbal remedies (NHR) and semen quality and by extrapolation male reproductive health amongst men who reported to the infertility clinic of Nnamdi Azikiwe University Teaching Hospital, Nnewi, Anambra State, Nigeria.

METHODOLOGY
STUDY SUBJECTS RECRUITMENT
Two hundred and eighteen male volunteers of infertile couples attending the infertility clinics of the Department of
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Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Urology Clinic of Surgical Outpatient, Department of Surgery, Nnamdi Azikiwe University Teaching Hospital, Nnewi, Nigeria, who conformed to the selection criteria (Table. 1) were recruited into this prospective study. Their wives had no anatomic disorder and/or infection and the men shared the common complaint of difficulty to impregnate their wives after 1 year effort of normal sexual activity with the intention to become pregnant.

Figure 1
Table 1. Criteria for inclusion and exclusion of subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion Criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* men within the reproductive age of 20–45 years,</td>
<td>* male contraceptive users,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* male partners of couples in good marital harmony,</td>
<td>* testicular Varicocele,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* having regular unprotected coitus for two or more</td>
<td>* genital infections,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* normal descended testes.</td>
<td>* long term medications,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* previous urological surgery,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* known HIV positive men,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* smoking/chronic alcohol intake (other than occasional alcohol intake),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* chronic and serious systemic illness,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* men currently on fertility drugs or steroid preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATA COLLECTION

With informed consent, a standard questionnaire was administered to each study subject in person to obtain information on age, occupation, lifestyle, education, exposure to passive smoke etc. Clinical students interviewed the infertile participants.

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION

Semen was obtained by masturbation after at least 3 days of sexual abstinence. The samples were analyzed within 2 to 4 hours of ejaculation using WHO 1999 [16] guideline (volume 2.0 ml or more, sperm concentration, 20x10^6 spermatozoa/ml or more, total sperm 40x10^6 spermatozoa per ejaculate or more, motility 50% or more with forward progression(categories a and b) or 25% or more with rapid progression(category a)within 60 minutes of ejaculation. Sperm counts were classified as follows: <1 x 10^6 ml^{-1} azoospermia (AS), 1–20 x 10^6 ml^{-1} oligospermia (OS) and >20 x 10^6 ml^{-1} normospermia (NS).

STATISTICS

Statistical analysis was performed using chi-square test. A p value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Figure 2
Fig 1a: Effect of Nigerian herbal remedy NHR on motility, count and volume of semen of the patients.

Figure 2a shows the effect of the herbal intake on motility, count and volume of semen of the patients. Herbal intake affected these parameters with the most profound effect on sperm motility in more than 60% of the patients. Among subjects with abnormal parameters 84% took NHR whereas 16% did not take NHR Fig 1b.

Figure 3
Fig 2b: Effect of Nigerian herbal remedy on primary and secondary infertility

Fig 2 shows the effect of herbal remedies on the type of infertility. Herbal intake tended to affect both primary and secondary infertility with primary infertility with a higher percentage (51%)
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Figure 5
Fig 3: Socioeconomic status and education affected the peoples attitude to accepting Nigerian herbal remedy as an alternative care as can be seen on Fig 3. Uneducated traders and artisans showed more patronage of NHR than the educated civil servants.

DISCUSSION
Reproductive disorders are important health issues. The World Health Organization estimates that approximately 8% of couples, or 50–80 million people worldwide, have some forms of infertility\[^{17}\]. Although both exogenous exposures and endogenous pathological disorders have been associated with infertility, a significant proportion of infertility remains unexplained. In young generation, infertility is now affecting one couple in six\[^{18-19}\]. This may be due to the decrease in sperm quality as described previously\[^{20}\]. The most frequent factors implicated in male infertility are occupational exposure to heavy metals, such as Cd, Pb, Mn and Hg, to pesticides and solvents, smoking (exposure to Cd, Pb, Hg, Ni, Ar, Mn) and diet rich in sea food (exposure to methylmercury)\[^{21-22}\]. One of the major neglected source of these substances is herbal remedies. Hence the need to evaluate male infertility with respect to herbal remedies ingestion. We have investigated the possible effects of Nigerian herbal remedies on semen quality with respect to motility, concentration and volume of patients who attended the fertility unit of Nnamdi Azikiwe University Teaching Hospital, Nnewi, Southeastern, Nigeria.

In this study, sperm motility was mostly affected parameter among patients with history of ingestion of Nigerian herbal remedies. About 65% showed abnormal motility. Concentration and volume of the semen were also reduced in patients who admitted that they have been taken one form of herbal remedy or the other.

Although infertility may be due to endocrine, genetic, anatomical, immunological or psychogenic problem, it is well known that one of the immunological infertility may be caused by decreased mobility of spermatozoa induced by various physical and biochemical factors. The external sperm membrane consists of soluble antigenic components and in some cases can induce the production of auto–(iso–)antibodies\[^{23}\]. In this study, sperm motility was mostly affected parameter among patients with history of ingestion of Nigerian herbal remedies.

Heavy metals are biologically active substances and may in susceptible individuals affect the immune system and cause health disturbances. Heavy metals are known to induce so called cellular hypersensitivity (delayed type or type 4 reaction) but humoral responses may be affected as well. An association between undesirable reaction to metals and presence of autoantibodies has been suggested by several authors\[^{24-26}\]. Changes in cytokine production were reported by others\[^{27-28}\]. Since metals such as mercury, cadmium and lead are toxic in relatively low concentrations\[^{30}\], undesirable reactions caused by metal antigens may further complicate the health status of the patient. Patients with autoimmune and allergic diseases may be particularly vulnerable\[^{31}\]. Metal-induced reactions are influenced by genetic background in experimental animals\[^{32}\] and associated with certain HLA antigens in man\[^{33}\]. Association between the exposure to organic and inorganic mercury and male infertility has been described by Choy and Hanf with coworkers\[^{34-35}\]. The exposition to lead and cadmium resulted in the decrease of fertility and in lower quality of sperm\[^{36-37}\].

Herbal preparations are often aggressively advertised as “soft medicine or pure natural remedies”, as a variable alternative to pharmaceutical drugs called “chemical clubs”. However, as Ernst wrote, “the notion that natural can be equated with harmless is as prevalent as it is misleading”\[^{38}\]. The study of Obi et al 2006\[^{39}\] revealed that the Nigerian herbal remedies NHR contained high levels of iron, nickel, cadmium, copper, lead, selenium, and zinc sufficient to cause adverse health effect when regularly taken as recommended. These are usually ingested intermittently and in some cases for years\[^{40}\]. Exposures will be expected to vary from high doses to sub-acute doses. The lead content of these remedies may increase the blood lead levels. This remedy-induced fluctuation may increase the risk of lead toxicity depending on existing blood lead levels\[^{41}\] and the duration of remedy use. Prolonged use may significantly increase body lead burdens.

Because these heavy metals are usually not identified as being present or associated with traditional and herbal remedies, the clinical identification of metal toxicity is unlikely during a clinical evaluation, especially if the patient
hides the use of the NHR because of perceived embarrassment. The metal constituents of NHR may be the silent etiologic agents of a variety of ailments. Several possibilities exist to explain the presence of heavy metals in NHR. Heavy metals could be included intentionally for alleged medicinal properties, the presence of heavy metal may be the result of accidental contamination during manufacture, for instance, from grinding weights or lead-releasing containers or other manufacturing utensils. Medicinal herbs may contain heavy metals when grown in seriously polluted soil. In this context, it is relevant to know that NHR may contain animal and mineral products which may also be contaminated with heavy metals. In Nigeria and most developing countries, pharmaco vigilance is very nascent. In an ethnographic survey of the use of herbal medicines in Nigeria, 39% of the people used herbal medicines for cough, 62% for measles, 38% for ear infections and 24% used topical creams and soaps for skin infections. In Nigeria, the first line of treatment for 60% of children with high fever resulting from malaria is the use of herbal medicines at home. It is feared that the use of herbal medicines in adult may even be higher with the high growth of herbal market and its great commercial benefit. There are no documentations on the likely side effects or health effects of these herbal remedies.

Male infertility can also be classified as primary or secondary. Primary is seen in couples who has never conceived for the first time while in secondary, they have conceived in the past. In our work, we found 60.09% cases of primary infertility. This finding tend to be in agreement Iikechebelu and coworkers that reported high prevalence of male infertility in southeastern Nigeria with 65 and 35% primary infertility and secondary infertility respectively. In our work, we found 60.09% cases of primary infertility amongst the patients on Nigerian herbal remedies. NHR like B-success, Operation Sweep, and Rinbacin that were recommended for management of male infertility have been found to have deleterious effects on the testis of male albino rats. Orisakwe et al 2004 demonstrated that consumption of Hibiscus Sabdarifa HS calyx extract a popular local red wine in Nigeria by growing rats reduced sperm counts and spermatogenesis with evidence of marked degenerative histological changes. It is feared that the uninformed local population must have been involved in the sterilization of their males by the habitual consumption of a local beverage of HS calyx extract. If HS is consumed throughout gestation and neonatal life, male reproductive function might be impaired by disruption of the development of sex organs because the male reproductive system may be particularly vulnerable to toxic insult during gestation as has been observed with other substances. In a study performed to evaluate the effect of some these widely used herbs on sperm DNA, high concentrations of St John’s Wort, Gingko bibula and Echinacea purpura were found to damage the reproductive cells and were even mutagenic to sperm cells. Commonly used herbal remedies can interfere with sperm motility. Many should be avoided by couples experiencing fertility problems.

Uneducated traders and artisans showed more patronage of NHR than the educated civil servants. Education perhaps rather than economic wellbeing may have contributed to choice of NHR.

Enlightenment and awareness creation may be useful in checking the untoward effect of complimentary alternative medicine in Nigeria in an addition to regulation. Since majority of Nigerians both in rural and urban areas consume these remedies, the Nigerian public should be alerted on the inherent danger in consuming some of these herbal remedies. The reproductive health damage from consumption of Nigerian herbal remedies should be identified with indepth risk assessment.
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